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The wave fun tion of a moderately old atom in a stationary near-resonant standing light wave delo alizes very
fast due to wave pa ket splitting. However, we show that frequen y modulation of the eld an suppress pa ket
splitting for some atoms whose spe i velo ities are in a narrow range. These atoms remain lo alized in a small
spa e for a long time. We demonstrate and explain this ee t numeri ally and analyti ally. We also demonstrate
that the modulated eld an not only trap but also ool the atoms. We perform a numeri al experiment with
a large atomi ensemble having wide initial velo ity and energy distributions. During the experiment, most of
atoms leave the wave while the trapped atoms have a narrow energy distribution.
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ing wave [9℄.

Soon, in the 1970s, rst experimental

methods of laser a

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser

Doppler

ooling and trapping of atoms is a rapidly

developing eld of modern physi s.
a laser eld are a

Cold parti les in

ommon physi al substrate used

in numerous fundamental and applied issues su h as
BoseEinstein

ondensates,

atom laser, quantum

quantum

haos,

single-

omputer, et .

In general, the idea of me hani al a tion of light on
matter is rather old.

As far as we know, it was rst

suggested by Kepler [1℄ in 1619 in order to explain a
deviation of the

omet tails nearby the Sun. In 1873,

Maxwell rst estimated the light pressure [2℄, and in
1899, Lebedev rst measured it in experiment [3℄ with
a ma ros opi

body. In the rst half of the 20th

tury, analogous experiments with mi ros opi
were

en-

parti les

arried out by Gerla h and Stern [4℄, by Kapitza

and Dira

[5℄, and by Fris h [6℄.

The modern paradigm of me hani al manipulation
of atomi

motion by the laser began to emerge in

the se ond half of the 20th

entury.

The dis overy

of a gradient dipole for e a ting on neutral atoms in
an intensive variable eld by Gaponov, Miller, and
Askaryan [7, 8℄ was a theoreti al basis for further results.

In 1968, Letokhov theoreti ally predi ted the

trapping of atoms in the nodes or antinodes of a stand-

* E-mail:

basi

eleration [10, 11℄ and

ooling (the

ooling) [1215℄ of atoms were proposed. The

theory of dissipative atomi

motion in a laser eld

was built by Kazantsev [16℄. The theory

onsidered the

eld in terms of the opti al fri tion for e a ting on a
moving atom. The fri tion for e

an be positive (atoms

de elerate) or negative (atoms a
linearly depends on the atomi
In 1978, the Doppler

elerate), and it non-

velo ity.

ooling was rst demonstrated

in the experiment by Wineland and his

ollegaues [17℄.

In the 1980s, a series of other me hani al ee ts (predi ted by early theoreti al works) were also demonstrated experimentally:

atomi

in the velo ity spa e [18℄,

mono hromatization

ollimation of an atomi

beam [19℄, beam dira tion in a standing wave, beam
ree tion from a wave (laser mirror), and
ing of atoms [20℄. New methods of atomi
a laser eld were proposed: the Sisyphus
and the velo ity sele tive
ping (VSCPT) [22℄.
ious

hannelooling in

ooling [21℄

oherent population trap-

Experimental realization of var-

ooling te hniques in the 19801990s established a

series of temperature re ords.

While the early 1980s

experiments provided the temperatures of the order
of 0.1 K [23℄, in 1990s, Nobel laureates Chu, CohenTannooji, and Phillips rea hed the temperatures of the
order of 0.2

K [24℄, and nowadays, sophisti ated meth: nK [25℄.

ods provide temperatures of the order of

02

In the 1990s, numerous new me hani al ee ts were
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In our studies, we fo us on the quantized atomi

The groups of

dynami s in the regime of small atomeld detuning.

Raizen and Zoller [2628℄ reported various ee ts re-

When an atom moves in a near-resonant standing light

lated to dynami al

wave, two periodi

haos and the quantum lassi al

orresponden e (having not only a pure physi al but
also methodologi al importan e).

In parti ular, they

When the atom

opti al potentials form in spa e [16℄.
rosses a standing wave node, it

rst experimentally demonstrated some manifestations

these two potentials.

of

of atomi

haos in quantum systems and measured the dier-

an

undergo the LandauZener (LZ) transition between
Su h transitions

ause splitting

wave pa kets [31, 33℄ and rapid delo aliza-

en e between predi tions of semi lassi al models and

tion of the wave fun tion [34℄.

real quantum behavior (in the study of so- alled dy-

additional

However, under some

onditions, manifestations of atomi

lo al-

nami al lo alization). In the framework of our study,

ization also appear. In [35℄, we reported that in a sta-

it is important to note the spe ial possibility of atomi

tionary eld, the interferen e between pa ket splitting

lo alization in phase spa e: atoms with spe ial values

produ ts

of the initial positions and momenta

an be trapped in

the resonan e stability islands embedded in a

haoti

an break the symmetry of LZ transitions and

ause lo alization of atoms in the momentum spa e. In
this paper, we study a similar quantum system, but

sea [28℄ (in terms of the dynami al systems the-

in a modulated eld.

ory [29, 30℄).

ulation of the eld

Although the basi

theory of atomi

motion in a

pa kets for atoms having velo ities in a spe i

nar-

ontained

row range (determined by the eld modulation param-

onsidered a limited

eters). These atoms stay trapped in the eld for a long

In most of studies, atoms

time (the ee t of velo ity-sele tive trapping of atoms).

laser eld was formed in the 19701990s, it
a number of approximations and
lass of physi al systems.

We show that frequen y mod-

an suppress the splitting of wave

oordinate

We provide additional simulations showing that in an

spa e (approximation valid when the spatial extent of

experiment, this ee t may signi antly de rease the

the atomi

energy distribution of moderately

were treated either as plane waves in the

wave pa ket is substantially larger than the

wavelength of the eld) or as dot-like parti les (approximation valid when the atomi
large).

therefore be used for

omputational

oherent laser

an

ooling.

In this paper, we pay mu h attention to method-

velo ity is su iently

In re ent years, the growth of

old atoms, and

ologi al aspe ts of the study.

The paper provides

power has provided tools for pre ise analysis of atomi

three dierent approa hes to the analysis of atomi

motion beyond most of old approximations. Today, it

tion. First, we demonstrate the manifestations of the

is possible to model fully quantized atomi

velo ity-sele tive trapping numeri ally by solving quan-

terms of the wave fun tion (atomi
the density matrix.
small atomi

motion in

wave pa kets) or

This helps study the regimes of

momenta (of the order of the photon mo-

tum equations (des ribing the dynami s of atomi

mo-

wave

fun tions). Se ond, we explain the ee t theoreti ally
using semi lassi al model (des ribing the dynami s of

mentum), weak elds (of the order of few photons),

dot-like atoms with

small atomeld detunings (when intense Rabi os il-

develop a sto hasti -traje tory model (similar to the

lations o

hybrid model used in [31℄, des ribing the dynami s of

ur and both resonant and nonresonant po-

tentials [16℄ virtually
quantum

oexist in a system), et . In the

onsideration, even

omparatively simple sys-

ontinuous traje tories). Third, we

dot-like atoms with pie ewise
a

ompanied by o

ontinuous traje tories

asional quantum jumps) and use it

tems (a standing wave or a two-level atom) demon-

in a numeri al experiment demonstrating the

strate new ee ts (unknown in previous studies). For

of large atomi

example, in [31℄, the splitting of traveling atomi

numeri al experiments demonstrating the similarity of

wave

pa kets on standing-wave nodes was dis overed, and
in [32℄, the anomalous atomi

spatial

ooling

ensemble. We also provide additional

purely quantum and sto hasti

traje tory predi tions.

on entration in

the eld (not tting old semi lassi al predi tions) was
demonstrated.

In parti ular, it was shown that for

some values of the eld intensity, atoms

an

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

on en-

trate not only in the wave nodes or antinodes but also
in intermediate positions. None of these ee ts

ould

We

onsider a two-level atom (with the transition

frequen y

!a

and mass

ma )

moving in a strong stand-

[ ℄. We

!f t

be demonstrated without pre ise quantum des ription

ing laser wave with the modulated frequen y

of atomi

assume that the depth of modulation is neglible in

motion (taking the me hani al photon re oil

and nite atomi
into a

ount).

spatial and momentum un ertainity

parison with the average frequen y value
not with the detuning

918
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onsider the

Coherent

orresponding wave ve tor

kf

a

[ 0℄ = b[p; 0℄ = q 1 p 
2 [0℄ 2
2
 exp (p 42hp[0℄[0℄i) :

onstant.

In the absen e of spontaneous emission (the atomi

ex-

p

rimental methods must be used to suppress the de omotion

an be des ribed by the

Therefore, the initial wave pa ket has the Gaussian

^ = P^ 2 + 1 ~(!
2m 2

a

a

^

;z

[ ℄)^
~ (^
 +
^+) os(k X^ );

!f t z

the atom in the ex ited state 0.5. Here,
dard deviation of the atomi
(1)

are the operators of transitions between the

atomi

ex ited and ground states (the Pauli matri es),

X

P

^

and

^ are the operators of the atomi

and momentum, and

oordinate

is the Rabi frequen y.

Hamiltonian was used in [3335℄, albeit for a
use

the

following

quantities: the momentum



dimensionless

p

 P=~k

f,




=~kf2 ,

the time

 k X , the mass m  m
and the detuning [ ℄  (! [ ℄
! )= . We suppose
t,

the position

x

f

a

f

a

that the eld modulation is harmoni ,

[ ℄ = 0 + 1 os[ + ℄;
(2)
and apply the following onditions:   1, 0 . 1 
 1. Using these approximations, we obtain the equa-

= 0, we x it by the value  [0℄ = 5p2. Therefore, in

a

ordan e with the Heisenberg relation, the standard

p

in the ex ited

[ ℄ and b[p;  ℄:

 2
1 (b[p 1℄+b[p+1℄);
[
℄
p
a[p℄
ia_ [p;  ℄ =
2m 2
2
 p2 [ ℄ 
1
ib_ [p;  ℄ =
2m + 2 b[p℄ 2 (a[p 1℄+a[p+1℄):

or ground state,

x

[0℄ = 21[0℄ = p0:12
p

(it is mu h less than the normalized opti al wavelength

2).

In numeri al experiments, we use these initial

1000  p  1000. For larger values of jpj, we
set a[p;  ℄ = b[p;  ℄ = 0 due to the energy restri tions.

with

Obtaining the solution in the momentum spa e, we perform the Fourier transform and obtain the wave fun tion in the

oordinate spa e in the range

4 < x  4

(see Fig. 2).
We rst study the ee t of eld modulation on
atomi

delo alization. In [34℄, we studied the atomi
The following

modes of motion were reported.

At
(3)

on-

ditions to simulate the system of 8000 equations (3)

basi

Here, the dot denotes dierentiation with respe t to

p,

oordinate is

motion in the absen e of modulation.

a p; 

For ea h value of

p

deviation of the initial

tions for the respe tive probability amplitudes to nd
an atom with a normalized momentum

is the stan-

half-width of the pa ket by an order of magnitude). At

onstant

normalized

p

momentum (equal to the



This

eld without modulation.
We

hx[0℄i = 0 and the initial probability to nd

form with

f

where

(4)

p

Hamiltonian

H

:::

a p;

ited state must have a long lifetime, or some expeheren e), the atomi

ooling of atoms in a frequen y-modulated

 = 0 and jj & 1, the atomi

ple. Atoms move in
tials.

motion is sim-

onstant spatially periodi

poten-

Slow atoms are trapped in potential wells and

fast atoms move ballisti ally through the wave.

.

there is its own pair (3).

0 < jj  1, the atomi motion
p is more omjhp[0℄ij < p 2m) are trapped
in potential wells. Faster atoms ( 2m  jhp[0℄ij <
p
< 2 m) perform a kind of random walk. Their wave
At

plex. The slowest atoms (

pa kets split ea h time they

3. WAVEFUNCTION APPROACH:
NUMERICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF
VELOCITY-SELECTIVE TRAPPING

ross standing-wave nodes

(the ee t shown in [31℄ and des ribed in detail in [33℄),
and this

jhp[0℄ij > 2pm) move ballis-

auses fast delo alization of the wave fun -

tions. The fastest atoms (

hoose the values of the parameters and initial

ti ally through the wave. Their wave pa kets split, but

onditions in order to perform a numeri al simulation.

all produ ts move in the same dire tion, and hen e the

We

The average initial atomi
able

momentum

hp[0℄i is a vari-

overall delo alization is slow.
In Fig. 1, we al ulate the varian e of the atomi

ondition for the purpose of this paper. All other

onditions are xed:

the normalized mass

(by the order of magnitude, this

m

= 105

orresponds to the ex-

sition

x2

evolution

after a relatively long time span of



po-

oherent

= 5000 as a fun tion of the initial atomi
hp[0℄i. For a onstant eld (solid urve),

periments with Cs [36℄ and Rb [37℄ atoms, but for a

momentum

stronger eld

this fun tion shows fast delo alization of all atoms in

 109 1010 Hz), the eld parameters

p

2m  440 . hp[0℄i . 2pm  640 ( old

0 = 0:02, 1 = 0:047,  = 0:00508, and  = 0, and

the range

the initial form of the wave pa ket

atoms with velo ities of the order of 1 m/s). A lo al

919
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EXPLANATION OF THE EFFECT AND
ESTIMATION OF THE TRAPPING

32

CONDITIONS

16

In the pre eding se tion, we used quantum equa-

8

tions to simulate atomi

4

dynami s. In this se tion, in

order to explain the ee t of velo ity sele tive trap-

2

ping, we mention some semi lassi al analyti

1
400

450

500

550

600

650

700

tion

atoms having an un ertain s enario of either random

=

2
os2 x + 4 ;

hanges. In Fig. 1, the analogous fun tion of

shown with triangles. This fun tion has a more

x2

nodes (x

an

WLZ

om-

hp[0℄i = p  500.
tr

These atoms

where

hp

when it

alization of their wave fun tions (we note that both
fun tions are shown in a logarithmi

s ale).

onsider the evolution of the
oordinate spa e.

In Fig. 2, we

500 in a modulated eld (the
x

other parameters

In both

The rst splitting o

hp[0℄i = 600

ases, the wave

urs near the rst

 1:57 (the produ ts overlap at  = 400, but
ompletely independent at



= 800).

How-

node

i is the average momentum of the atom
0 < jj  1, the tunnel-

rosses the node. At

auses the wave pa ket splitting (observed in nu-

 = 0, the potentials

sponding potential takes the simplest form

What happens if we swit h on the eld modularadi ally hanges. It moves in a

onstant potential that

does not depend mu h on the value of
nodes, we

U

an negle t the term

  os x with good a

There are two possible s enarios when an atom
rosses the node (at time

 ):

1)

dierent:

splitting is suppressed.
syn hronized with the atomi
ause

velo ity-sele tive trapping of atoms. It suppresses the
atoms are almost

ompletely trapped in the range

2 . x . 2 (the varian e of their position x is even

smaller; see Fig. 1). This suppression is signi ant only

an o

ase,

490 . hp[0℄i . 510).

me hani al motion (be-

[ ℄ 6= 0 most of the time). The se ond s enario
ur sometimes, but does not

statisti s of the atomi

hange the overall

motion. The evolution of the

wave fun tion shown in Fig. 2a is typi al for moderately
small detunings

jj  0:01 (both for the stationary and

modulated eld).

for atoms having spe ial initial momenta in a narrow
range (in our

[ ℄ 6= 0, then the
[ ℄  0, then the

The rst s enario is typi al if the modulation is not

on lude that eld modulation produ es the

splitting of wave pa kets of some atoms, and these

in (5) and set

ura y.

pa ket splits signi antly; and 2)

We

. Far from the

2=4

similar weights, while in Fig. 2b, they are radi ally

in both dire tions.

orre-

=  os x

tion? When an atom moves far from the nodes, nothing

a, ssion produ ts have

2 . x . 2, emitting very small pa kets

U

(Fig. 3a, solid line).

hp[0℄i = 600 and 500. In Fig. 2

a single large pa ket regularly os illates in

oin-

ide at the nodes, and hen e the tunneling probability

ever, the proportion of splitting radi ally diers for

the range of

U )

(6)

is equal to 1 and wave pa kets do not split. The

orresponding

show the evolution of wave fun tions with

be ome

rosses

node

ing

node,

When the atom

hange sign (the atom under-

2

meri al experiments). At

are the same as in Fig. 1).

(5)

 exp 4hp mi ;

energy is too high; see the theory in the next se tions),

pa kets split.

2

with the probability

but some me hanism signi antly suppresses the delo-

and

os2 x + 4

An atom moves in one of

= 1:57; 4:7; : : : ).

a node, the potential

In parti ular, it has a prominent ad-

wave pa kets in the

r

these potentials when it is far from the standing wave

is

are not trapped in potential wells in a stri t sense (their

We

U+ =

goes LandauZener tunneling between potentials

We now swit h on the eld modulation and see

ditional minimum at

r

(Fig. 3a, dotted lines).

walking or ying ballisti ally.

mo-

an be des ribed in terms of two potentials

U

hp[0℄i  630 is produ ed by moderately fast

plex stru ture.

jj  1, the atomi

In a stationary eld with

hp[0℄i

The varian e of atomi position x2 at  = 5000
as a fun tion of the initial atomi momentum hp[0℄i.
Curve, onstant eld  = 0:02; triangles, modulated
eld  = 0:02 + 0:047 os[0:00508 ℄
peak at

results

from [33, 34℄ (obtained for the stationary eld).

Fig. 1.

the
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ptr

64
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The evolution radi ally

hanges if the eld modu-

lation is syn hronized with the atomi
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4:71
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Atomi wave pa ket splitting during quantum evolution (in the oordinate spa e): a) fast delo alization of a
typi al wave fun tion (hp[0℄i = 600), b ) slow delo alization of the wave fun tion in the velo ity-sele tive trapping mode
(hp[0℄i = 500). W [x℄ is the probability density to nd an atom at a oordinate x

Fig. 2.

tion.

In parti ular, it is possible to

tion parameters and the atomi
lyti

estimates below) su h that

ea h time an atom

hoose modula-

momentum (see ana-

[ ℄ takes zero values

atom moves between the nodes, its
tion

motion [35℄

rosses the node. With our parame-

ters, su h syn hronization o

urs at

_ = mp ; p_ = grad[U ℄;

hp[0℄i = p  500.

x

tr

Therefore, pa ket splitting is suppressed (Fig. 2b ). We
note that the suppression is not
tings still exist. They are
transitions that o

omplete; slight split-

ur not exa tly at a standing wave

ptr

2

 2pm + U [x;  ℄

(8)

being an integral of motion. If the initial energy

We obtain an analyti
ping momentum

E

[ ℄ is small but

not equal to zero).

(7)

with the energy

aused by the LandauZener

node, but in its small vi inity (when

enter-of-mass mo-

an be des ribed by the semi lassi al equations of

relation between the trap-

and eld parameters.

When an

. 0 (for x[0℄ = 0, this

then an atom

921

orresponds to

p[0℄ .

E

jp[0℄j . 2m),

annot rea h any standing-wave node.
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os x

2m

(10)

being an integral of motion during entire evolution.
We

0

òîì

su

al ulate the atomi

essive node

rossings

traveling time between two



in the negative and posi-

tive segments of the potential

U

= os x in the regime

of velo ity-sele tive trapping (it

an be either the trav-

eling time from one node to another or the return time

1

to the same node). We integrate (9) using the

3:14


0:02
0
0:02
0:04
0:06
0

1:57

0

1:57

3:14

0 < E~ < 1:

= 2kpm;

x


+


p
 + = 2k m

b

F

where

400

800

1200

1600

2000


F

is the ellipti



2 ;
1 + E~
# !
j ar os E~ j ; k 1 ;
2

(11)

integral of the rst kind.

In order to trap atoms, the eld modulation must
be syn hronized with the atomi
vals between su

) Periodi potentials in spa e: dotted line,
nonresonant potentials U  ; solid line, the resonant potential
os x. b ) Illustration of the trapping ondition: the modulation of detuning [ ℄ must be synhronized with atomi me hani al motion ( = 0 ea h
time a trapped wave pa ket rosses the standing wave
node)



"

The time intervals

a

Fig. 3.

k

s

ondition



essive zeros of

[ ℄ (Fig. 3

b ). Hen e,

using (2), we obtain the trapping


where

=  2+  + ; 0 =
1



me hani al motion.

must be equal to the time interondition

os  +  + ;

(12)

is given by (11). These formulas are valid for

atoms with any initial positions (not only

[0℄ = 0 used

x

in (4)). At any given value of the initial atom energy
It is trapped in the bottom of the rst potential well

= 0 (Fig. 3 ). If the initial energy is in the
p 0 . E . 1 p(for x[0℄ = 0, this orresponds
to
2m . jp[0℄j . 2 m), then an atom an either
perform a random walk or be trapped (if p[0℄ = p ).
Faster atoms with E & 1 move ballisti ally through the
near

x

a

range of

tr

wave in a

onstant dire tion.

For trapped atoms, equations (7) remain valid during the entire evolution (even during node
and take a simpler form. Trapping o
either does not
ur when

in the range

an be a hieved with the appropriate values of
and

.

0 1
;

For example, in order to observe trapping at

hp[0℄i = 500, x[0℄ = 0 (E [0℄ = 0:25), the eld must have
the parameters



= 0:00508 and 0=1 = 0:4248.

We use them in numeri al experiments, additionally
setting

0 = 0:02.

rossings),

urs if an atom

ross nodes at all or node

0 < E [0℄ < 1 (and an appropriate initial

momentum), the velo ity-sele tive trapping of atoms

5. STOCHASTIC TRAJECTORY APPROACH:

rossings o -

[ ℄ = 0. Therefore, the term 2 =4 in (5) is

MODELING THE ATOMIC COOLING
PROCESS

always negligible, and the trapped atom moves in the
onstant ee tive potential
negative sign of
tion

U

U



os x (we

hoose the

be ause atoms with the initial posi-

[0℄ = 0 start their motion from the potential well

x

in this paper).
motion

Therefore, the atomi

enter-of-mass

an be des ribed by the simple equations

_ = mp ; p_ = sin x;

x

with the simplied energy

In pre eding se tions, we analyzed velo ity sele tive
trapping of atoms with a semi lassi al analyti

treat-

ment and quantum numeri al simulation of wave fun tions. In this se tion, we use a third approa h: numeri al simulation of sto hasti

atomi

traje tories.

In order to show that the reported ee t is not
(9)

only trapping of atoms but also their
simulate the dynami s of an atomi

ooling, we must
ensemble having

a wide initial velo ity (and energy) distribution and

922
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3. At the initial time moment, the potential

τ

negative sign. Any time when an atom

a

6000

:::

ooling of atoms in a frequen y-modulated

the potential

U has

rosses a node,

hanges its sign with probability (6).

In Fig. 4a,b, typi al atomi

sto hasti

traje tories

4500

are shown for narrow and wide initial momentum distri-

3000

However, in Fig. 4b, there are also two ballisti

butions. Most of them illustrate atomi

random walk.
and two

trapped traje tories.
In Fig. 5, we

1500

ti

atomi

0
−9.42 −6.28 −3.14

0

3.14

6.28

τ

9.42

We

orre tness of the sto hasompare the evolution of

wave fun tions ( omputed with quantum equa-

tions) and the evolution of sto hasti
bles ( omputed with the sto hasti
for

b

he k the

traje tory model.

hp[0℄i = 600 and hp[0℄i = 500.

atomi

ensem-

traje tory model)
These ensembles

of dot-like atoms have narrow Gaussian initial momen-

6000

tum and position distributions analogous to those used
in quantum model (4) (typi al sto hasti

4500

for

traje tories

hp[0℄i = 600 are shown in Fig. 4

a). In Fig. 5, both

methods demonstrate similar probability fun tions to

3000

nd an atom at a given position at



= 2000 and 3000.

In Fig. 6, we simulate the dynami s of an atomi
semble (several thousand atoms) with a

1500

en-

omparatively

wide initial momentum distribution moving in the positive dire tion with the average velo ity

0
−9.42 −6.28 −3.14
1

0

3.14

6.28

9.42
x

с

This distribution is shown in Fig. 6a. The

orrespond-

ing energy distribution is shown in Fig. 6b (we
simplied energy
eral energy

0

hp[0℄i = 550.

E,

~

E,

al ulate

Eq. (10), but it is equal to the gen-

Eq. (8), at the initial time moment).

To show that velo ity sele tive trapping a tually

−1
−3.14

0

ools atoms, we

3.14

onsider a small part of a laser wave

in the range

Fig. 4. a) Typi al sto hasti traje tories of the atomi
ensemble with a narrow initial momentum distribution
(of the size of wave pa ket (4)) with hp[0℄i = 600.
b ) Typi al sto hasti traje tories of the atomi ensemble with a wide initial momentum distribution (shown
in Fig. 6a) with hp[0℄i = 550. ) Working part of a laser
wave in a ooling experiment (when an atom leaves this
area, it is ex luded from statisti s)

3
3
2 < 0 < 2

(13)

(Fig. 4 ).

At the beginning of the experiment, all

atoms have

x

During the evolution, the trapped

[0℄ . 440, E [0℄ . 0, and p[0℄  p = 500,
[0℄  0:25) stay in range (13), while most of other

atoms (p

E

 0.

tr

atoms leave it (due to ballisti

ight or random walk).

Trapped atoms have a wide momentum distribution beshow that the distribution narrows during the evolution. Su h simulation with quantum equations requires
a huge

omputational time. Therefore, we develop an

alternative simplied model of atomi

motion based on

the following prin iples.

traje tory.
2. Between standing-wave nodes, an atom moves in
but os illating fa tor

U , Eq. (5), with a

onstant-sign

( ). Su h motion is governed by

semi lassi al equations (7).

there is a prominent peak near
narrow in

~ = 0:25, and it is very

E

omparison with the initial energy distribu-

tion. This is be ause the majority of atoms with other
initial values of energy leaved the wave. We note that

1. An atom is a dot-like parti le having a parti ular

the ee tive potential

ause their momena os illate in a wide range. However,
their energy distributuon is very narrow. In Figs. 6 ,d,

~ is

the simplied energy

E

onserved only for trapped

atoms. Other atoms

an

hange it during the evolution

(see, e. g., a spontaneous peak at

~  0:6, Fig. 6 ).

E

However, the number of su h atoms in area (13) rapidly
de ays, and hen e they do not
ture.

923

hange the overall pi -
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hp[0℄i = 500

10

10

wave

fun tions

1
6:28 4:71 3:14 1:57

0

1:57

10

3:14 4:71 6:28

6:28 4:71
10

sto hasti

1

1

3:14 1:57 0

1:57 3:14 4:71

6:28

3:14 1:57 0

1:57 3:14 4:71

6:28

3:14 1:57 0

1:57 3:14 4:71

6:28

1:57 3:14 4:71

6:28

 = 2000

1
0:1

traje tories

0:1

6:28 4:71 3:14 1:57

0

1:57

3:14 4:71 6:28

10

6:28 4:71
10

wave

fun tions

1

1
6:28 4:71 3:14 1:57

0

1:57

10

3:14 4:71 6:28

6:28 4:71
10

sto hasti

traje tories

 = 3000

0:1

1

1

0:1

6:28 4:71 3:14 1:57

0

1:57

3:14 4:71 6:28

6:28 4:71

x

3:14 1:57 0

x

Atomi wave fun tions ( omputed with quantum equations) and the orresponding sto hasti atomi ensembles
( omputed with the sto hasti traje tory model) for hp[0℄i = 600 and hp[0℄i = 500 at  = 2000 and  = 3000

Fig. 5.

6. CONCLUSIONS

trapped.

The trapped atoms have a narrow energy

distribution.
In this paper,

we report the ee t of velo ity-

sele tive trapping and

ooling of atoms in a frequen y-

modulated standing laser wave.

Intensive

oherent

light produ es signi ant me hani al a tion on
atoms having velo ities of the order of

old

1 m/s. There is

The ideology of our

ooling method is

similar to phase-spa e trapping of atoms in stable islands [28℄.

These islands are produ ed by nonlinear

resonan es [29, 30℄.

In our study, the resonan e be-

tween eld modulation and atomi

me hani al os illa-

tions plays similar stabilizing role. In both situations,

a wide range of eld parameters at whi h an atom per-

only a small fra tion of atoms is trapped due to spe ial

forms a kind of random walk a

initial

ompanied with wave

ontidions.

However, there is a signi ant dif-

pa kets splitting and fast delo alization of the wave

feren e between atomi

fun tion. In this paper, we report a spe i

from the atomeld resonan e and atomi

eld mod-

ulation mode that suppresses the wave pa ket split-

a

trapping in a phase spa e far
trapping in

oordinate spa e near the atomeld resonan e. In

ting for atoms with pre isely sele ted velo ities. These

our study, there are two opti al potentials and LZ tun-

atoms os illate in a small spa e of the order of wave-

nelings between them. The presen e of LZ tunnelings

length, and their wave fun tions are almost

is

ompletely

lo alized.
This ee t

annot

ool atoms in the sense of a hiev-

ing zero velo ity, but it

an de rease their me hani al

energy distribution (see Fig. 6). If a
ately

ru ial in our

ooling method, and its physi al basis

diers signi antly from the ee ts shown in [28℄.

loud of moder-

old atoms in a modulated wave has wide ini-

In this paper, the ee t has been studied by three
approa hes:

semi lassi al analyti

tum numeri al modeling,
modeling.

treatment, quan-

and sto hasti

traje tory

All these approa hes show similar results.

tial momentum end energy distributions, then most of

Therefore, the ee t of velo ity sele tive trapping of

these atoms leave the wave, while a small fra tion is

atoms is not just an artefa t of some parti ular method
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 =0

400

500

600

700

b

1:0

800

p

 =0

0:5

0

0:5

1:0

1:5

2:0
~
E

 = 3000

1:0

0:5

0

0:5

1:0

d

1:0

1:5

2:0
~
E

 = 7000

0:5

0

0:5

1:0

1:5

2:0
~
E

Cooling of an atomi loud due to velo itysele tive trapping (statisti s of atoms having positions
in the range 3=2 < x < 3=2). The probability
density W to nd an atom with a given momentum or
energy is shown in arbitrary units

Fig. 6.

urs in the absen e of dissipation. However,

we believe that this is just a quantitative te hni al
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